
Poll reveals fewer than 50 percent of businesses plan more than
12 months ahead
A poll of more than 50 organisations, including some of the word’s best-known brands, shows less than half have a business
planning process that looks more than 12 months ahead.  The poll was conducted during an hour-long webinar, jointly hosted
by supply chain optimization experts, Oliver Wight; optimization technology and prescriptive modelling specialists, AIMMS; and
leading logistics solutions consultancy, Districon. 

The webinar, ‘Influence customer demand; optimize your commercial activities through Integrated Business Planning’ provided an exclusive
look at the integrated end-to-end supply chain optimization solution, offered by Oliver Wight, AIMMS and Districon.

The live survey of delegates showed that only 44 percent have an Integrated Business Planning or S&OP process with an ‘active horizon’
beyond 12 months. Alarmingly three percent of organisations are only planning three months in advance.

“When it comes to demand planning in particular, one of the big issues is that organisations are unable to model different scenarios based on
dynamic market conditions,” says Oliver Wight Associate, Liam Harrington.

The integrated supply chain optimization solution offered by the Oliver Wight, AIMMS and Districon partnership is designed to help businesses
align business strategy and supply chain strategy to meet customer’s needs in the most efficient and profitable way. “It works on three
planning levels,” says Marcel Mourits, Supply Chain Optimization Executive at AIMMS: “At the strategic level, designing the supply chain over a
10-year period or more; mid-term capacity utilisation over 24 to 36 months; and optimizing the end-to-end supply chain response to any
deviation from the plan, within the 30 day execution window. Integrated Business Planning aligns perfectly with the mid-term planning of supply
chain optimisation, and the integrated supply chain plan feeds into the entire Integrated Business Planning process.”

Delegates were advised to begin by modelling their current situation to ensure they create a model that reflects the real world, and then go on
to model what is optimal and practical. “For example, your data might show that with unconstrained sales resource you could increase
revenues by 15 percent,” says Jack Pool, Managing Director of Districon. “In the real world that might not be practical, but by leaving sales
resource as it is, you could still see a lift of say, seven percent.”

“Data is vital, of course, but you can make a start with just a small amount,” explains Mourits. “The AIMMS software provides integrated
analytics to support evaluation of the business situation on a continual basis, but you don’t have to go to a granular level to start with.”

“This isn’t about computers,” concludes Harrington. “It’s about understanding your business better, and key to success is that sales and
marketing take ownership of the demand process.”
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About Oliver Wight

Pioneers of Sales and Operations Planning and thought leaders for Integrated Business Planning (IBP), Oliver Wight have a 40-year track
record of helping some of the world's best-known organisations reach and sustain excellent business performance. Oliver Wight’s Supply
Chain Optimization ensures the supply chain is designed and structured to deliver best-in-class customer service and minimise costs, whilst
Integrated Business Planning allows the senior executive to plan and manage the entire organisation over a 24 month horizon, aligning tactical
and strategic plans each month and allocating critical resources to satisfy customers in the most profitable way. Oliver Wight helps
organisations define their vision for the future and by transferring knowledge to key staff, deliver performance and financial results that last.

About AIMMS

AIMMS is an innovative technology company with offices in The Netherlands, Seattle (US), Singapore and Shanghai. For over 20 years, the
company has been developing and selling a unique mathematical optimization platform. AIMMS customers can create high business impact
with optimization engines and solutions that enable optimal decision making on complex strategic, tactical or operational problems.

About Districon

As a specialized consultancy company Districon develops state of the art supply chain solutions for business and government. Districon adds
value by leveraging extensive experience and capabilities in the fields of Supply Chain Management, Cargo Logistics, Logistics Facilities and
Business Intelligence. We offer advisory, professionals and solutions, driven by our motto “Creating value in logistics”.

Districon has developed a strong track record in fast development of AIMMS based customized optimization solutions in areas like network



Districon has developed a strong track record in fast development of AIMMS based customized optimization solutions in areas like network
design and S&OP, enabling their customers to improve their profitability.


